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Summary The dynamic behaviour of the vortex structures occurring in a cavity, in interaction with an upstream wall flow, drives the
fluid confinement inside the cavity. This presentation concerns the coupling between the shear instability process and the
mechanisms of frequency selection which depend on the size of the cavity. The analysis is based on an experimental exploration of
the flow (LDV, PIV) and on direct numerical simulation.

INTRODUCTION
In case of moderate Reynolds number (Re<30000, based on the length of the cavity) the structure of the flow generated
by a cavity in interaction with an upstream boundary layer, appears to be more complex (i.e. more unsteady and tridimensional) than observed at higher Reynolds number. With the aim to control the exchanges of mass or heat between
the cavity and the main flow, it is first necessary to describe the main features of the vortex structures and their physical
relationships. This communication concerns the coupling between the shear instability and the mechanisms of
frequency selection depending on the size of the cavity. The analysis is based on an experimental investigation (Figure
1) of the flow (LDV, PIV-optical flow [1]) and on 2D and 3D direct numerical simulations (Figure 2).

Figure 1: flow inside cavity, light sheet in the plane Figure 2: 3D DNS; velocity field in the plane of
of symmetry.
symmetry.
Following the development of the frequency modes with an increasing flow rate, four main modes appear (Figure 3).
The latest one (mode 3) corresponds to oscillation in a turbulent regime flow. The modes 0, 1 and 2 allow a very good
comparison between the numerical simulation and the experiment (Figure 4). The mode 2 has been identified with
shear instability of the mixing layer above the cavity [2].

Figure 3: Power spectral density of energy from horizontal Figure 4: Comparison of numerical simulation (-x-) and
experiment (-+-): Frequency modes vs.
velocity component, measured by LDV vs. upstream
upstream flow rate.
flow rate
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
It is essential to stress that the increase of the cavity length L induces a frequency shift of the modes, even for mode 2
corresponding to the shear instability (Figure 5). That shows the existence of selection mechanism acting on the process
of shear layer instabilities. This phenomenon is also described in a previous work concerning an open cavity, but at
higher Reynolds number [3].
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flow rate velocity U ref (see Figure 5), allows the construction of a Strouhal number based on the length L:
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Therefore the Strouhal number becomes asymptotically constant for increasing Reynolds numbers, as actually
presented Figure 6. This representation reveals again the three modes and their continuation when the aspect
ratio R = L / h is changed. The range of validity of this result is limited one side to R ≥ 1 , value under which the
vortex organization inside the cavity changes. On the other side, although we don’t explore the aspect ratio bigger than
2, it is known that for high value of R, the flow develops as for a back facing step.

Figure 5:Frequency modes vs. flow rate for three values
of the cavity length L; R=L/H the aspect ratio.

Figure 6: Data of the Figure 5, plotted as Strouhal
number vs. Reynolds number (characteristic
length L and velocity Uref.): 3 modes grouping
effect.

The numerical simulation confirms the persistence and the frequency shift of mode 2, induced by the increase of length
L (Figure 7 ‘circles’). Note that computation is done for a fine step increase of L, even if for a limited range of
Reynolds number values.
The discrepancies of the modes grouping and the strong correlated behavior of the different modes have to be
discussed.

Figure 7: Comparison between the frequencies obtained from the numerical
simulation for 1.5 < R ≤ 2 and those obtained from the experimental times
series.
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